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Architects and circuit designers have made enormous strides in managing the energy efficiency and peak power demands of processors and other silicon systems. Sophisticated power management features and modes are now myriad across system components, from DRAM to processors to disks. And yet, despite these advances, typical data centers today suffer embarrassing energy inefficiencies: it is not unusual for less than 20% of a data center’s multi-megawatt total power draw to flow to computer systems actively performing useful work. These inefficiencies lead to worldwide energy waste measured in billions of dollars and tens of millions of metric tons of CO2.

Our collective narrow view “inside the box” fails to capture opportunities for energy, power, and thermal management that cut across system components or extend beyond the server to the data center’s physical infrastructure. In this talk, I first discuss the massive power wasted due to idleness—systems that are powered on, but not performing useful work—and survey techniques to reduce this waste. I then give examples of opportunities for computer system designers to impact power management of physical infrastructure like power delivery and cooling systems. I close with a call-to-arms for our community to create and disseminate the modeling tools, benchmarks, and characterizations of real-world systems that are needed to make rapid progress on system- and data-center-level power management.
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